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lames Magner, Jr.

For My St-udents of Crea-Hve Wn.Hng

Even in my dreams
and pains
They are with me,
even with a bag of blood
upon my knee
and the catheter
a burning snake
whose mouth
smokes
when I try to urinate
more blood,
even then
their poems
are upon
my lap
and I write
in disguised phrase,
"I Iove you. "

From his book, Love Song: For Those I Love Who Is All

Maryrose Flanigan

The Extravagance

Years before she accually passed away
she left us
nine years, to be exact
she was lavish in her agony
over her dead husband.
I was thinking about her the other day
and remembered
she had given me her crystal necklace
the last time I saw her
then I searched frantically for it.
Others criticize, analyze or idealize
her marriage
but the end was equally
painful for all of us
I must have seen it coming
somehow
I wrote years ago
that to be in touch with her
to talk to her
was like picking up a fragile line
covered in dust.
I had always refused to believe
anything bad anyone ever said about her
but that's how it is with grandchildren it is such an extravagant relationship.
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Maryrose Flanigan
She knew whar she was doing when
she gave me char necklace
she knew how her memory would come ro me
how ir would srrike me
with norhing ugly, no regrers.
So, I have some of rhe charm of rhe 1920's
I have rhe exrravagance
a filigree gold clasp
and rhe crysral beads ro hold on ro.

Anthony I. Sacco,

Jr.

Fistf-ul ofthe End

There in the back, real as unfloating swnes,
something I don't know. Frozen at this momem like
the last drop of water on the end of an icicle.
Can we judge the water?
April is coming soon.
Remembering what may or may not have been
umil it becomes uuth, even w you, but a differem
uuth, a needed one. A myth with a faim sound like soft
voices through closed doors at the end of a long hall.
Constam. The quiet makes you listen.
A myth with the faim light from gone stars,
each flicker defining a time that no longer exists.
A time in question. Do you see a star or imagine it?
If you turn away can you see it better?
Time, being born the way words are in the mind,
constam, forward, something from nothing.
Distances being born like silences between two.
Silence because something was lost.
You can believe in myths,
in time and in distances not yet born,
but can you believe in nothing?
Reaching, now, imo nothing
you grab a fistful of the end
and hold on until your
knuckles hun.
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SheJa Drain

TeD Us AJout Catholic School, Mon1n1y,
When You Were a Girl

ask my children, before bedtime: "Well, " I say, "your Uncles Brian
and Kevin and I walked a mile and a half to school in the February
darkness, leaving at 7:15 to make it for 8:00 Mass which was like our
first class. I remember that it always seemed we were in the season of
Lent, or perhaps Advent--there was litcle in between purple vestment
time that I can recall--and even on Saturday mornings we'd go to
church, since the Sisters would note our absence. We didn't break
our three hour rule, which meant no breakfast, so we could go to
communion; not going, well, that too would be noted, so one could
expect some keeling over, cluee or four fainters on an average day,
which was nothing really more than a few girls in beanies banging
their heads on the oak pew rail. It was rare that anyone actually
landed on the floor."
"Our church was named after a martyr who had arrows stuck into his
plaster body, his arms tied behind his back, and a beatific vision in
his eyes. The statue, wedged into a dark alcove next to rows of tall
blue glass votive lights (we loved staring into their little glow),
silenced all potential complainers because poor Bloody St. Sebastian
had it so much worse than we did."
"Your Grandma Sweeney's friend Peggy McMahon, whose skinny
arms, tight dresses, two inch fabric belts, and high heels seemed quite
natural to us at 3:30 in the afternoon in Lent in 1963, would visit
and smoke cigarette after cigarette on the tall, metal kitchen foldaway
stool. While my mom put the fishsticks on the cookiesheet, Mrs.
McMal1on and she talked about things like what to do with cottage

SheJa Drain
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cheese and how many hcurs were left rill dinner. I can still hear how
they counted: about what two light meals equalled and so forth
(dinner should be twice as much bur not more than the other two
meals, if I remember rightly). Some days only had half of a fish
printed on a Friday or a Wednesday on the parish calendar, bur don't
ask me what that stood for because I'm completely unclear on that
now.
II

"We kids went along with the program, and even though we may
have been technically allowed an afterschool hydrox, we thought it
best to simply pass and offer it up for the poor souls. It made us
happy, in an odd way, to be always checking ourselves for the
whiteness of our own souls which could be cleaned up with some
penance, an indulgence here or there, daily sacrifice, an occasional
Benediction service. Does this make sense to you?" I ask my two
children huddling close to me.
I accidentally kick the gameboy off the bed, and it falls wicl1 a clunk.
My kids say no bur beg for more story.
"More about the fainting part, please Mommy" demands the
youngest, and I tell them that it really wasn't so bad--"Sisrer
Florentine would whisk the victim to the vestibule and open the door
fast to create a fanning motion--that was all it took to restore color
and cl1e sense of being back on solid ground," I continue.
"Finding her place again in the rows upon rows of navy blue
uniforms, the newly revived would elbow my ribs, alerting me to cl1e
awkward looking unfortunate who forgot her beanie and was
temporarily outfitted in a bobbie pin and kleenex because, in those
days, people were fond of recalling that St. Paul said females had to
have their heads covered in church. Out of the heavy air would come
a stifled, mischievous giggle distracting us from the suction of the
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kneelers; we'd pray that we wouldn't get caught as the pew shook
into furtive squelched laughter that evaporated, as quickly as it came
upon us, into the fear of Sister John Bosco's backlnnd."
"Then rising from our kneelers, as one body to Sister's clicker, I recall
the collective 'babboom' as four hundred right knees kissed the
linoleum in a single thudding agreement--we genuflected in other
words--that I interpreted as meaning all was really well: we felt full,
full of Mrs. Marcucci's soprano swelling to Kyrie Elison, the afterMass incense inflating my lungs; we felt full of the stained glass and
Monsignor's homily in English, which was the most frightening part
of an otherwise benign, blessed world of Latin, strange and familiar
and magic, yes, magic, kids, because we were in a place like nowhere
you know, unknowable, far and away from here, and I never feared
that dark."

Lynn Zimmerman
Untitled
there are
those
who would
(not
stooping)
blame me
for the
leaden
trepidations
I

(sometimes)
resonate
but you
(with deepereyes,
a keenervision)
don't
and
choose rather
(with silver
resolution)
simply
to

love
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Nora Macl~in
T.he Carpen f-er

Wearing paint-splanered khakis
and fuzzy blue sneakers,
with his hair, white as long
as I can remember, drifting
in his eyes, he worked
on that table for days.
Using scraps of wood
saved from forty years
of handiwork,
he planed and sawed
until the pile of dry-rot
became a table.
A table to put next
to the gas grill so mom
would have somewhere to pur
the plate of hamburgers.
Today, the table
has been bent by the same wind
which ruffles his yellowing hair.
It leans to the right,
awaiting collapse.

Orest Holubec

Seek
If yo u look with precision
you may find me
.
.
m my precise
observation
of myself
However, you might lose
something
in the translation.
For example, a box in-itself is a box.
Filtered through my mess,
it is a place where stuff can be stored.
Or hidden . Or lost.
Now in order for you to know me,
you look to my depiction
and see it as a world;
a place to lcick back your feet
and
pull back a brewslci.
Example Number Two:
A Tree. It's big, it's green,
it sucks water from the ground.
To me it might be something more;
a metaphor for life or paper
or anything. And when you look
through me to find me
you may see not a tree
bur something different,
something odd.

14
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Orest Holubec
Maybe you will never find me.
Maybe you should
stop
looking.
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Gina Rich
Osteichthyes

With a resplendent splash
I fall back from the boat,
further than the womb,
tipping the tide of evolution
to crash through
the crest of a West Indies wave
and farther
To surface
not in the haven of a landlubber's paradise,
but 100 feet deeper
to school myself
into the family of fish.
A family
that does not find me
intruding in their waters
and weeds-- yellow, brown, red, blue.
But instead,
I am a visitor fish among fish,
allowing the family
to set me straight
in a stream-line.

Gina Rich
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My body is stiff,
yet repeatedly
I am told with tiny touches,
just flutters of a fin or tail-Give over gas tanks
and a torso filled
with lungs and breasts
to find your way back
to breathing with gills,
they say,
Again, again and again,
in your hour of air
call your bony self
a fish.

Tany a M. Gros sner

It Is Raining

Rain rains on my empty palm
which I lift our rowards rhe sky.
Trickli ng rhrough rhe fleshy creases,
drippin g off my wrist,
rhe living water crawls down
rhe inside of my arms
and over my eyes
and imo my ears.
The drops, sweeter rhan tears
tickle my tongue
and run under my chin to my neck.
Falling rhrough space
and rhrough my body ro the ground
rhose raindro ps are now gone
forever.
Exposed, my flesh is sparkling,
dancing.
Meand ering back benearh rhe veranda
rhe chilling rhrills me
and I let my arms drop ro my sides.
And then I turn to you,
"Yes, It is raining."
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Mark Stewart

WeddedBhss

I really didn't want to go to my cousin Ronnie's wedding, but
here I was. My mother would like to think her impassioned, yet
rehearsed, speech about our family being so much smaller than the
bride's, that it would say so much for our family unity if I showed,
was what convinced me to come. Actually, my sister Dawn, a black
sheep like myself, was the one who put it in terms I could
understand.
"If anyone pisses you off," she said. "I'll meet you by the bar.
After all, the booze is free."
After all.
It was the end of May, and Ronnie and his bride-to-be, Lee Ann,
were the first of eight couples I knew in varying degrees of
friendships and acquaintances who were getting married this year. I
should have been half of the ninth, but my now ex-girlfriend and
then fiance-to-be rolled over in bed one January night and coldly
whispered in my ear that she didn 't think she wanted to be my lover
anymore. That, of course, was the same day I had made the last
payment on an engagement ring. At the time, my mother couldn't
comprehend why I was letting such a wonderful girl like Jeannie go,
so I guess I can't expect her to understand why Ronnie' s was the first
of eight weddings I didn't feel like attending this year.
Dawn and I sat alone in the pew behind our grandmother and
the rest of the family. Dad sat silently annoyed, his arms crossed as
the two women gossiped and giggled. He had to lean over twice to
tell them to keep quiet; Lee Ann's family was beginning to stare. My
grandmother promptly told him to mind his own damn business,
which he did for the rest of the afternoon. Dad didn't like to make
waves at tl1ese family gatherings--twenty-five years and almost as
many ulcers later taught him otherwise. So, my mother and
grandmother continued their gibberish until my mother suddenly
turned around to face her two eldest children.

Mark Stewart
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"Your grandmother was telling me that Ronnie was just offered
an accounting position with the Association of Wisconsin Dairy
Farmers," he said. Although her thought seemed complete, I knew a
motherly "maybe he can get you a job ... " was implied.
"Mom, we've had this discussion before," I said. ''I'm going w
graduate school in the fall."
"Your father and I don t see where studying English will get you
anywhere," my mother replied. "You'll never make any money as a
wnter.
"Why don't you get a teaching certificate?" my grandmother
piped up. "You 'II have so many more options for yourself."
Now, I have nothing against teachers, but to submit myself w
the frustration and humiliation of a grade-level educawr hardly
encompassed my idea of expanding options.
"You should listen w your mother," my grandmother added.
"You used to be such a good boy. What happened?"
I began w respond to my grandmother's insensitive remark
when, surprisingly, Dawn nudged my arm. She was never one ·to
back down from a good family fight, especially one in which she
wasn't a direct participant, so when she pointed w the front of the
church I was doubly confused. Then I saw the priest take his place
where the main aisle met the steps w the altar. With his nod, the
wedding march started and everyone's attention reverted wward the
front. From the side door of the vestibule, Ronnie emerged and met
his best man in front of the altar.
"Doesn't he look so handsome," my grandmother said.
Dawn rolled her eyes.
Soon, the procession passed by our pew and I got my first look
at Ronnie's bride. I was surprised to find Lee Ann just an average girl,
attractive, bur not overwhelmingly beautiful; my grandmother would
have us believe she was Helen of Troy. Her long crimson hair
flowing from beneath her veil made her brown eyes look raven black
from afar, and in those eyes I sensed an air of expectancy as she
scanned the church. If she was looking for someone in particular, her
•

II
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Marl< Stewart

eyes found only my grandmother's who acknowledged Lee Ann with
a smile I hadn't seen from her in a long time.

*

*

*

I was ten or eleven the year we had the hottest Easter on record.
The whole family had gathered at grandma's house in the days before
central air conditioning. Every window in the grand, old house was
thrown wide open while an electric fan rattled vainly in the corner of
tl1e living room, impotent against the hanging humidity. Melba,
grandma's temperamental but usually omnipresent cat, was
conspicuously absent, preferring instead the cool darkness of the
cellar. This pleased my mother who, much to her allergy's chagrin,
seemed to be Melba's favorite. Ronnie and I sat near grandma's feet
racing Matchbox cars on the hardwood floor, disappointed at missing
an opportunity to antagonize the cat.
Grandma, in her rocking chair, fanned herself, trying not to
perspire too much on her new white dress. We had yet to go to
church and she didn't want the fold of her dress clinging to her body.
Her greatest fear was that Mrs. Donaldson, the gossipy woman from
the Rosary Society and self-proclaimed fashion consultant, would
categorize her with "poor old Mrs. Snyder" who one year forgot to
remove the price tags from her Easter dress. Grandma returned from
many a Tuesday night meeting complaining that Mrs. Donaldson
still talked about "those damn price tags" even though that was seven
years ago.
"Will you boys go get grandma a cherry soda."
Before I could react, Ronnie was around the corner, and by the
time I caught him at the refrigerator, he had a can of cherry soda in
his hand.
"Here," he said, shoving the can into my chest. "Give this to
d
gran rna.
II
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Dutifully, I carried the drink ro grandma who thanked me with
a smile. I was always happy ro run errands for my grandmother, since
I believed I was her favorite grandchild. I never saw her give ro any
one else rhe loving smile I always received after completing a job.
Sure, she smiled at ocher people, but rhere was something different
about the smile she gave me. When I was young, I would have done
anything for rhat smile.

*

*

*

"Dearly beloved," rhe priest began the ceremony. "We are
gathered here today ro witness rhe bonding of Ronald Joseph and Lee
Ann Katherine in the eyes of our Lord."

*

*

*

Three weeks had past since Jeannie and I parted for Christmas
vacation; I spent rhe time wirh my family while Jeannie travelled
Europe with two girlfriends. In rhe weeks leading up ro Christmas,
we were all but getting along. At work, Jeannie was having trouble
getting rhe respect she deserved from her boss. I, on the ocher hand,
was struggling wirh school, my writing talents were questioned by an
alcoholic professor and my academic decisions questioned by my
mother. Since Jeannie and I were in the habit of taking our
frustrations out on each ocher, we decided separate Christmases was
the best rhing for our relationship. We would work out our problems
later.
The instant she stepped on rhe plane, despite the fights and
sleepless nights of rhe last two months, I missed her terribly. At rhat
moment, I knew I wanted ro marry her, so I spent rhe first few days
of my vacation in jewelry stores shopping for an engagement ring.
Our anniversary was coming up in February, so I decided that would
be rhe perfect time ro pop rhe question. I made rhe last payment on
my way to pick her up at the airport.

Marl~ Stewart
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We sercled into bed as soon as we got home; she was exhausted
from her flight, and I always made ir a point ro go ro bed when she
did. She laid so quiet and srill, I rhoughr she was asleep. My mind
drifted in and our over rhe ring, trying ro come up wirh cl1e mosr
romantic way ro ask her ro be my wife, after a midnight serenade
under her window, perhaps on a moonlit walk in a snow-blanketed
park. It was rhen she rolled over. No explanation; no questions asked.

*

*

*

"If rhere is anyone present who knows why rhese two should nor
marry," rhe priest continued. "Speak now, or forever hold your
peace."
Lee Ann looked over her shoulder wirh rhar same expectant look
she had marching down rhe aisle.
"The poor girl is afraid someone will srop rhe wedding," my
grandmother observed.
"Maybe she wants someone ro srop rhe wedding," Dawn
prodded her. My grandmother gave her an icy stare.
Ronnie put his arm around Lee Ann's waist, gently directing her
arrenrion back ro the priest, who had nor missed a bear.

* * *
As grandma popped open rhe can, cherry soda exploded
upward like lava from an erupting volcano showering her new white
dress wirh red, sticky liquid. Above rhe sounds of adults clamoring
for wer rags and my morher's rhrears ro bear me, came Ronnie's
innocent voice.
"He shook it up. I saw him shake ir up."
"My new dress," my grandmother screamed. Her eyes turned
cold, and her smile disappeared. "How am I supposed ro go ro
church looking like rh is?"
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I'm sure this is not the reason I fell out of grace with my
grandmother, so I never held Ronnie responsible. There were many
other instances, especially through my adolescent years, even now,
when I didn't meet my grandmother's standards. Yet this moment
sticks out in my mind, as if she remained transfixed at that particular
point in time, unable or unwilling to move beyond, waiting for me to
act again in childish mischief, and myself unable to convince her
otherwise. From then on, grandma always asked Ronnie to get her
cherry sodas, and when he was not available, she did without.
Grandma's smile was now on someone else, and I did without.

*

*

*

As soon as Dawn and I entered the reception hall, she headed for
the bar while I went in search of Ronnie and Lee Ann to offer my
congratulations. Instead, I ran into my mother and grandmother
who were gushing over the event.
"Aren't you glad you came?" my mother opened.
"That was the most beautiful wedding this family has ever seen,"
my grandmother added. She turned towards me. "I hope your
wedding will be as nice. When are you going to marry that girl
you've been seeing?"
"We bro ke up.
"How could you let such a nice girl like her go?"
"That's what Jack and I keep asking him, Mom," said my
mother.
"Maybe you could apologize to her," my grandmother suggested.
''I'm sure she'll forgive you. You were too good together not to get
married."
II

*

*

*

I waited until Jeannie fell asleep before I slipped out of bed . In
the dark, I packed a few things, then I quietly subjected myself to the
frigid night. I left the keys on the table, but took the ring.
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I walked the two miles to school against a harsh wind which
reddened my face and froze my tears before they had a chance ro
stream down my cheeks. Sometime after four, I found myself in a
dorm room on a friend's couch shivering under a pile of blankets,
unable to keep warm. I don't remember how long I was wandering,
but the frostbite on my hands and ears burned for days.
Four months later, I still awake in the middle of rhe night
shaki ng from that cold memory, the bite of her words burning within
me.

*

*

*

"Grandma," I blurred. But I knew what I wanted to say would
have no effect. "Excuse me."
I quickly made my way to the bar in search of Dawn , bur was
surprised nor to find her there. Thinking she may have stepped
outside for a cigarette, I left the hall and mer not Dawn, but Lee
Ann, who, by the looks of her half-empty bottle of champagne, had
been there a while.
"Nice wedding," I said.
"Nor really," she replied.
She guzzled some champagne straight from tl1e bottle. I stood
there not knowing what to think of her remark, whether she was
serious or roo drunk to know what she was saying. It was the look of
disgust on her face that told me she was serious.
"I don't want to go to Wyoming."
"I thought it was Wisconsin."
"Wyoming, Wisconsin, they're both 10 the middle of fucking
nowhere," she said. She gripped the bottleneck a little tighter and
looked across the parking lor. "I don't even love him ."
A couple I didn't recognize strolled by arm-in-arm, stopping
briefly to congratulate tl1e bride. Lee Ann confided ro them her
reservations about moving to Wisconsin, but the gentleman, who
attended college tl1ere, thought she would simply love the scenery.
They wished her well and continued on their way. All seemed normal
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for them, however, I was astonished. Not wanting to uproot to
another state was one thing, but saying you don't love the man you
married that afternoon was incomprehensible.
"I don't understand," I said weakly.
At first, Lee Ann wouldn't look at me. To this day, I wonder
whether it was a calculated move on her part to give me the moment
I needed to collect myself from the shock of her words. Finally, she
raised her head, unveiling the streaming tears on her cheeks.
"I was hoping my ex-boyfriend would stop the wedding," she
said wiping her tears. "I had it all planned. He would ride in on his
white horse .... "
Her words faded away.
She gulped down more champagne as her tears continued
flowing. She had married Ronnie not for love, but for brinkmanship,
and lost. Her story was as romantic as it was pathetic, yet it was
beautiful that she believed in someone so strongly to go this far in
hope that person would come through. I wanted to comfort her
somehow, but I felt lost for words, for profound actions, so, instead, I
sheepishly handed her my handkerchief. Suddenly, Ronnie appeared
next to us.
"There you are, h oney.
My mind raced with thoughts of anxiety; what had he heard?
What had he seen? Lee Ann took me to a place where Ronnie should
already be, where this marriage fails to exist. But now, it was too late
for anyone to lead him there in peace. Too much was on the line for
him. He married a lie, and I felt I was handed the duty to direct him
accordingly. The best day of his life was about to be his worst. He
wiped a lone tear from under her eye, and kissed her cheek.
"You're so happy, you're crying." I breathed a sigh of relief. He
was oblivious. "They're about to toast us."
"I'll be right there," she replied. Ronnie kissed her on the
forehead and shook my hand before he went back inside. Lee Ann
then put her hand on my shoulder. "You remind me of him." She
gave me the bottle of champagne and walked past me.
II
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I didn't realize what she meant until she disappeared mto the

hall.
I took a few minutes to absorb what just transpired before I
rejoined the reception. At the door, someone traded me a glass of
champagne for Lee Ann's bottle. As Ronnie's best man toasted the
couple, Ronnie held Lee Ann tight and she did her best to look
happy. My champagne remained in its glass.
As everyone in the reception hall finished their toasts, over my
shoulder, I heard my grandmother whisper for everyone to hear that
nothing was more beautiful than wedded bliss.
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Jeanne P oduska

the mght ofthe lunar echpse

times away from home, my breath stops
I lose my name, my history is extinguished
I imagine I am quite different in both size and
texture
much as a mistaken child's arithmetic sums up
new and strange combinations
an apple actually becomes an orange
5 bananas and 2 pears create 7 joyous fruits
you and I have no known name
and no refuge
11

my mind is no blank slate
among the facts etched indelibly there
are the ages and names of your children
the weather and season of your wedding day
the date you last held your lover
I can recite them as a lesson in you
then my tongue falters, my mouth fills with mud
like the ugly princess, stones drop from my lips
inhibiting the clarity of my speech

Jea nne
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odusl<a

111

last nigh t your wife cam e into my bed
som e strange form of angel
snug as spoo ns, we curle d like minn ows
she told me sorrows in a language foreign
while the moo n translated, bur today
I sang stran ge words in the show er
that were, nonetheless, min e own
IV

here in this nigh t of little wind
me
the muc used threa d of my life again ensn ares
t
nigh
in
modes of dista nce beco me clear
songs
the late lost ice cream truc k calls eerily
for cust ome rs I wou ld fear to mee t
e
solitary buses move the floorboards to danc
nce
the splin tered harm ony of friendly family viole
echoes in the alley
my blind eyes prickle, I recall the rune
I am aware of your body, safe in heavy sleep
d my
smell the close com fort of you curled roun
form
bur my siren song teases, taun ts, delights
the moo n hum s, soothes, beckons
unse en, I reme mbe r mys elf and am gone
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Al Cahen
Th.e Rose ofLove

Cur it from its stem
in its summer prime;
dissect its petals
one by one,
being careful
to record in a poem
the count of them
and their exact coloralso to note its fragrance
with a simile.
When you are done,
be sure to date itthen revise it.
Finally
you will no longer
have a rose.

Eric Graf
Tracks
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The tracks on his
arms are embarrassing. And
you wished he would show
bener judgement,
it being Christmas Eve
and all, but when Tony's smacked up ....
"Its fuckin hot in here,
Anybody hot?, I'm hot
You hot?, I'm hot."
His tongue is like a semi-automatic,
it must be uppers tonight, after all,
its christmas for christ's sake.
When he takes off his sweater,
you see them right away, but when
he reaches his arm across the
table to get some more cashews,
you get a real good look. Little
purple splotches, with a scab
dot in the center. You stare with
the same fascination that you did
at your grandfather in the coffin,
only three months earlier, you touched
his hand when no one was looking,
you wanted to see how cold.
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For a moment, there is that hushed
moment of embarrassment, Tony stu ffs
the cashews in his mouth, and then
Uncle Joe lifts his heavy hand
and smacks Tony in the back of the
head. He spits out some nuts, his
greasy, black hair, drenched in
sweat, flings forward, covering
his eyes.
"Pur your fucking sweater back
on before your mother sees."
Now, you look at your Uncle Joe's
face. His eyes bulging,
his cheeks flushed with rum and
anger. You remember the story your
father told you about when he
and Uncle Joe picked Tony up
from the airport, coming home
from the Federal Prison in
Minnesota.
Again, there is awkward silence, and
then your grandma comes into the
dining room, wishing everyone
merry christmas, giving all the
grandkids their savings bonds.
You see that her mascara is smudged.
You ask your mom why and
she whispers
m your ear
that grandma was crying about Pap.
Oh, you say to yourself.

Eric Graf
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Upstairs, in grandma's room, the
jewelry has all been hidden,
there are just to many pawn shops
in the neighborhood.

GaJEubanks
Leaving Me

The first time you left me,
enamelled in the gloss of afterbirth,
your eyes were pinched so tight
they never saw the nauseating pea green
walls or satellite dish lights that
blanched my panting sweat-soaked face.
But I saw you come,
the full moon of the concave mirror
reflecting back to me
this your first solo journey.
Twenty-eight hours we labored together
to set you free--so happy inside,
there seemed no need to sever this
nine months of my swimming laps at the Y
and you swimming in my private sea.
But we did it.
And while you rested for the first rime
on my breasts then swelling up to feed you,
the doctor marvelled at the cord
that had grown between us-" the most beautiful," he said, he
"had ever seen."
He twirled that spiral rope under the lights
as if it were a life itself, another child,
not just something to be thrown away.
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Gail Eubanl<s
So this time as you leave,
and cut the real umbilical cord,
(God how birth hurts!)-- this time
with your eyes wide to see
the world beyond my tear-stained face,
stop one mom ent with me,
"Please," and marvel
at this cord that has grown between u ,
at this cord our life grew
just to feed you.

Anna Marie Strzyz
Revelab"on

You look in puzzlement
At that blank page.
Do you remember
The countless notes
Where I stole
The words of
Shakespeare, Browning
And the rest.
Stole their emotions
And made them mine.
Remember being unmoved?
You were as impressed
As I was satisfied.
You caught no fire or passion
From those dusty yellowed pages.
So I handed you
That blank page.
Finally I see
Your eyes shift
To my face.
I feel the ecstasy
(Even stronger than before)
As your heart
Reads what mine
Has been trying to say.
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Novemh cr

On Tuesday evening, Jack sirs in his rose and cream colored
living room. Voices flow from the television set that he and Molly
bought last week. A half-empty beer can sits on the coffee table, tiny
beads of moisture running down irs sides. They melt the impression
of a water ring into the lacquered surface of the table.
Jack hears the clock in the hallway chime eight. His cue for
departure? He rises from the corduroy couch. Not bothering to turn
the television off, he walks into the hallway and grabs his coat.
Molly comes out of the bedroom. Her eyes haven't closed in the
past three days, and her face looks like a road map that has been
folded and refolded too many times.
'Where're you going?" Fear tinges her voice, makes it raspy and
ragged at the edges.
Jack shrugs. He pulls a cigarette out of the pocket of his black
wool coat and heads for the door.
Molly runs after him. She lunges and grabs a piece of his coat in
her fist. Maybe if she holds on tight, he won't be able to go. Ever.
"Molly, what the hell? Q.lli1 it." Jack yanks his coat out of
Molly's hands and pushes her away. He doesn't want to make her cty
again, but he has to get out of here. He won't be stopped this time.
"Just listen to me a minute, OK, Jack? Let's sit down and--and
talk about this. Please." She begins to circle around Jack, ready to
stop him if he tries to move toward the door again.
"Molly, I don't want to deal with this right now. I--"
"I have to, Jack. You haven't said more than two words to me in
the past three days. You've barely looked at me. Jesus, Jack, you can't
even stand to be in the same room with me. I'm sorry I hurt you. I
want to say I never meant to sleep with Neil, but I...it. .. it happened.
Jack, all I want you to do is talk to me. I love you. Please. I know
you'll do this" --she takes a breath -- "if you love me." Molly fixes
her eyes on Jack's feet. He's wearing those slick, black boots he
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bought abom a month ago for $40. He was so excited abom them.
What a deal.
Jack closes his eyes, uies co shut Molly out of his sight. H e's
been hun enough. He can't chink abom chis problem. But when he
opens his eyes again, she's still mere. The light from me lamp casts a
shadow on her face.
"We'll talk about it later, OK?" Jack brushes past her on his way
out me door.
Molly stands still, unable co stop him. It's no use. Let him go.
Maybe he'll come back, and maybe he won't. She wants co run after
him, scream at him, pull his hair, do anything just co make him scop
and talk co her. Bm at this moment, she's coo tired and sad and
heartSore. All she can do is watch her husband of two years walk om
me door of their apartment.
Molly walks over co me cream colored sofa. She switcl1eS off me
television, sinks onto me sofa, and closes her eyes.
Bye-bye Jack. Have a nice trip.

*

*

*

Jack lights his cigarette in me cold air omside the apartment
building. He looks up to the sky and exhales, watching me smoke rise
until it becomes a part of the atmosphere. Gone forever, never co be
seen again.
His eyes scan me black sky. Look, you can see some stars way
om mere. Like pieces of ice ftxed forever on a background of black
velvet. One star in particular catches Jack's attention. It's brighter
chan the rest and bigger, coo. Bm wait. Stars don't move chat fast, do
they? As it comes closer and closer to me earth, Jack can see the
flashing red lighrs on its tail. Some star. Proven wrong once again.
Jack grounds his cigarette om under his month-old boots. From
where he's standing, he can see me window of his living room. All lit
up against me darkness. He doesn't see Molly, peeking out from
behind me curtains me way she always does when he leaves to go
somewhere. Her absence bothers him. Unsettles him.
"Hey, Jack, what's up?"
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It's Barry, Jack's next-door neighbor. He's carrying a grocery
bag, and his nose and cheeks are red from the cold. For the past few
weeks, he's been trying to get Jack to play cards with him and a few
other guys. Jack's always been too busy.
"Nothing much, Barry. What's up with you?"
"Not much." Barry shifts the overstuffed grocery bag into the
crook of his right arm. He moves a step closer to Jack. "Listen, what
are you doing--"
"I have other plans, Barry." Jack starts walking backward, taking
small steps. He's not really sure of where he wants to go, but it has to
be somewhere, and it has to be fast.
"Aw, come on, Jack. At least come up for a drink. It'll only rake
a few minutes."
"I don't know, Barry. I'm going into the city--"
Barry's full face lights up. "I have an even better idea. We can go
to that new bar that just opened downtown--w hat's the name?--and
have a drink down there." He tries to make eye contact with Jack,
who has stopped moving and is staring at the cracked sidewalk.
"How's about it, Jack?"
Jack looks up and nods his head. "Sure, Barry." He takes a
breath. "I guess I have time for a drink."
"Great," Barry says. "Let me just drop this stuff off inside, and
I'll be right back." He begins to whistle as he walks up the steps of
the building.
Jack shakes his head and smiles in spite of himself at Barry's
eagerness. Just like a little kid. His eyes shift back and forth from the
empty street to his bright window. Maybe he should have stayed and
talked to Molly. He should have done something to make her feel less
guilty about this thing with Neil. He should have at least turned off
the television before he left.
"OK, Jack, let's go." Barry closes the door behind him, his car
keys jingling in his hand. They begin to walk side by side to Barry's
car.
"My father used to tell me that the answers to all problems can
be found at the bottom of a beer." He slaps Jack on tl1e shoulder.
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"So, you have any problems that need ro be solved?"

*

*

*

Molly opens her eyes, wonders what she's doing. She feels like
one of those mindless heroines you read abour in romance novels.
Those women who sit around and wait for everything ro be all right.
Her husband has just walked out the door, and all she can do is lie
here with her chin pressed up against the arm of the couch.
The phone rings. She jumps, startled by the imrusion. It rings
again, and Molly pushes her face deeper imo the couch. Tries ro hide
from the harsh sound. After the second ring, there is silence.
Molly sits up. She places the pillows in their proper spots on the
couch. Light green in the right corner, rose in the left. She picks up
the beer can and begins ro rub at the water mark. It doesn't go away.
The phone rings again. But this time, there is silence after the
first ring. And Molly, putting a flat palm ro her aching forehead,
knows from cl1at one ring that the person who has just hung up is
Neil.
She goes imo the kitchen, carrying Jack's beer can. She dumps
the remaining beer down the drain, puts the can in a bag under cl1e
sink to be recycled. Florescem light bounces off the white kitchen
coumer tops. There's a piece of lettuce from dinner, lying on cl1e
counter. The dinner that Molly ate by herself.
Molly pours a cup of coffee. Anything to help her keep her eyes
open. She sits at the kitchen table and fingers the bouquet of roses
that Jack bought her a few days ago. The petals have started to turn
black.
The phone rings again, and Molly's whole body tenses. She
doesn't want to talk to Neil. She doesn't want to talk to anybody. Just
Jack.
Two more rings, and the machine picks up. "'Hi. You've
reached Molly and Jack's. We're kind of busy at the momem--"
Jack's voice cracks with laughter and Molly's voice takes over. "-but if you leave your message, we' ll call you back. See ya."
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"Molly?" Neil. His voice makes Molly wince. "Hey, Molly, pick
up. C'mon, I know you're there. How come you're not answering
the phone?" Molly shifts in her chair. A rose petal drops from flower
to table. "Kiddo, I'm sorry. I know I've said this a million times, but
I mean it. If I can do anything to get you out of this mess with Jack, I
will. Call me if you need me. OK? OK, Molly?" Molly gets up from
the table. "Bye."
She walks over to the machine. Her steps drag against the heavy
cream colored carpeting. With the index finger of her right hand, she
presses the "Erase" button. Like the message never existed. Like Neil
never existed. I wish, she thinks.
Jack's car keys are lying next to the machine. Molly picks them
up, feels their cold heaviness. They are dead weight in her hand.
He couldn't have gone far if he didn't take his keys. Maybe he
went to a friend's house down the street. Maybe he went to the park
a block away. Maybe he went anywhere. As long as he got away from
her.
Molly's holding the keys so tight that she can feel their jagged
edges biting into her hand. She has to find Jack, just to see him, just
to say something to him. Something has to change, even though she
doesn't know what. Or who. She grabs her jacket from the hall closet
and opens the door.
"Molly, I'm so glad I caught you before you left. Could I talk to
you for a few minutes?" And Della Fisher, Molly and Jack's landlady,
steps into Molly's hallway and closes the door behind her.

*

*

*

Jack is surprised that the bar is so crowded for a Tuesday night.
For a while, he and Barry stand pressed against the wood-paneled
wall. Dozens of couples walk by, hand in hand, sipping their drinks
from fancy glasses. Their smiles are as fake as the Rolex watches on
their wrists.
"Hey, is this place great, or what?" Barry yells in an effort to be
heard above the roar of voices.
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Or what, Jack thinks. He smiles to himself. Molly does that to
him all rhe time.
Barry nudges Jack. "Hey, there's a table. Let's grab it and have a
drink."
Jack follows as Barry pusfies his way through the crowd. Maybe
this won't be so bad. Sitting in a bar drinking beer with Barry isn't
Jack's idea of solving the problem of his failing marriage, but maybe
some company will help. Even if it is Barry.
He sits down at the table which is still greasy from its previous
occupants. A waitress comes over and takes their drink orders. She
doesn't wipe off the table.
"So, Jack," Barry says, "what's been going on in your life? I
haven't seen you in a while. Anything new?"
"Not really," Jack says, avoiding Barry's eyes by seard1ing his
pocket for a cigarette. He wants to tell Barry, because he wou ld
probably understand. But he's afraid that once he voices this problem
between him and Molly, it will be set in stone forever, never to be
reconciled. Keep it to himself, and it can be solved.
Jack finds a cigarette and lights it. "What about you, Barry?
What've you been up to? Do you have a new lady?"
Barry laughs and shakes his head. He looks down at the greasy
table. "No, Jack, not since Maggie."
The waitress brings their drinks. Jack takes a sip of his scotch
and soda. "Whatever happened to her, Barry? You two were pretty
tight." He's starting to feel warm in his coat, but he doesn't take it
off. He flicks some cigarette ashes into the crystal ashtray in front of
him.
"Well, Jack, shit happens, you know what I mean?" Barry drinks
half of his beer in one swallow.
"I do know what you mean, Barry. But don't you think it's more
complicated then that? I mean, you told me you loved her." Jack's
blue eyes are questioning.
Barry looks up from his drink, his gaze sharp and penetrating.
"Jesus, Jack, you sounded like a philosopher for a minute. No, I
don't think it's more complicated than that. We weren't getting along
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anymore. That was that. Shit happens." Another swallow, and the
beer is gone.
Jack is playing with his lighter, twisting his fingers around it. It's
one of those see-through plastic ones, an obnoxious yellow color.
Molly gave it to him on their one-week anniversary. ''I'm sorry,
Barry. I didn't mean to make you so upset." Jack's been doing that a
lot lately, making people upset. "You just surprised me, that's all."
Barry shifts in his seat. "Yeah, well, I didn't mean ro get smart
with you either. It's just that I don't like to talk about her, you know?
Too many bad memories."
Jack looks at his watch. Ten-thirty already. Time ro head out.
"Barry--"
"Hey, Jack, how about them Giants? Think they'll make the
play-offs?"
"I don't know, Barry." Jack runs a hand through his blond hair.
"Listen, buddy, I've gotta go. I've got somewhere to be." He startS
rising from his chair, putting the lighter in his pocket and butroning
his coat before Barry can stop him.
"Oh," Barry's face falls.
"Aw, come on, Barry, don't look like that. I really have ro go."
Jack holds out his hand for Barry to shake. Barry takes it. ''I'll see you
soon, OK? Maybe we can do this again sometime."
"Yeah," Barry says, "that'd be great. Hey, listen Jack, you need a
ride anywhere? "
Jack shakes his head. "No, that's OK. I'm just gonna walk. You
stay here and enjoy another beer." He lays a ten on the table. "On
me.
"Thanks, Jack."
"S ee you aroun d , Barry.
"H ey, Jack~.
Jack turns to face him once again. "Yeah, Barry?"
"You really want ro know what happened to Maggie?" Jack
waits. "She took a handful of tranquilizers. By the time they found
her," Barry says, "it was too late."
II

II

II
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"Molly, I have ro admit that you make some of the best coffee
I've ever tasted." Della sets down her coffee mug. Remnants of her
peach lipstick smear the edges.
"Well, Della, I try," Molly says, her voice straining. Jack was the
one who made the coffee.
Molly moves around the kitchen with restless steps. She's afraid
that she might start crying in front of Della. That Della might ask
questions. That Jack might never come back. The coffee hasn't
helped her nerves.
"Dear, why don't you sit down. I want to talk to you about
something."
"Is it the rent?" Molly asks. She doesn't remember paying it this
month. Just chalk up one more mistake to her record.
"No, Molly, nothing like tl1at." Della gives her a surprised look.
"Jack gave me the rent right on time. He's so dependable." She picks
some lint off the lap of her skirt. "Come and sit down Molly." Della
pats the seat next to her and Molly complies. Anytl1ing to gee this
over with.
"What's up Della? Is something wrong?"
"I don't know, sweetie. Why don't you tell me?" Della's eyes are
cool green, level and calm. They make Molly want to crawl inro
herself and never come out.
"I don't know what you mean, Della," Molly says. She brushes
some leftover cookie crumbs from the table onto her open palm.
"Molly, I've known you for a year and a half now, and I think I
know when you're happy and when you're sad. What's the matter,
honey?" Della reaches out and puts a wrinkled hand over Molly's
smooth one. "Did Jack do something ro hurt you?"
Guess again, Molly thinks. Why does Della assume tint it's
Jack's fault that she looks like hell, that she hasn't been sleeping, tl1at
she cries all day? Doesn't Della realize she's brought this on herself?
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Molly puts her other hand over Della's small cold one. "Thanks
for your concern, Della, but everything's fine. It's just been a little
rough these past few weeks, with work and everything. It'll get
better." Molly hopes her words ring true. Now and later.
"Are you sure you don't want to talk about it, honey? Cause you
know, I'm a wise old woman just waiting to solve any problem you
may have." Della laughs and squeezes Molly's hand. "Really, Molly, I
don't want to see you sad. And right now, you look pretty sad to
me. "
"Della, you're a damn perceptive woman." Molly pushes her
black hair away from her face. "But right now, all I need is a long
vacation." And Jack.
"Well, Molly, you know you can talk to me whenever you need
to. Just remember that, OK?" Molly nods her head. "I should really
go. It's getting pretty late. From the looks of your eyes, you should be
getting some sleep soon, too."
"Yes, Mom," Molly says, relaxing her face into a smile. It feels
good to be fussed over again.
Molly walks Della to cl1e front door. Della turns around and
gives Molly a quick hug. "Remember, sweetie, call me if you need
anything."
Molly's just about to dose the door, when Della pops her head
111 agam .
"Molly, just one more thing." The phone rings. Molly freezes.
"My daughter wanted you to know that she'll be selling raffle tidcets
for cl1e school's Thanksgiving program. Are you interested? Molly?
Molly?"
"Molly? This is Neil again. We really need to talk. Please call
"
me.
Molly can't look at Della. She doesn't want to see the
disappointme nt in her eyes.
"Well, Molly," Della says, her voice even, "I hope you feel better
soon." And Molly closes the door as Della walks down the hall to her
apartment.
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Jack sits down on a hard wooden swing. For the time it took to
get a taxi, he probably could have walked to this park. His favorite
spot. Right down the street from his well-lit apartmen t.
He pulls his wool coat closer around him and wonders where all
the pigeons are. Don't they come out at night to beg for bread?
The wind blows through the trees above him, shakes down the
last leaves that cling to the branches. The sight of those withered
leaves only makes him feel more hollow.
He pushes against the icy ground with his feet, trying to get the
swing to move. He remembers pushing Molly on one of these swings
last summer. Molly loves coming here in the summer to watch the
people. Now there are no people or pigeons. Or Molly. Just Jack.
Jack begins to swing. The chains beneath his hands have begun
to disintegrate, and he can feel the flecks of rust on his fingertips. An
uncomfor table feeling, but he doesn't stop swinging. He wants ro go
as high as he can.
In the air, with the wind blowing and the smell of dead leaves,
there is no Neil and no affair. There isn't even a marriage. Jack lets
his head dangle backwards. Do you know how different the world
looks when you do that? Jack wants to stay that way, but he stares ro
get dizzy and his sromach starts to churn. When he sits up straight
again, his heart is pounding .
Jack swings higher, until his eyes start to tear from the harsh
wind. But then, the cherry bumps start, and he begins to descend . He
always stops swinging when the cherry bumps come.
His boots hit the ground once again, and the swing comes to a
gradual stop. Jack takes another cigarette out of his pocket. His last
one. He stretches his legs out, and as he moves, the yellow lighter
flashes in the glow of a street lamp.
Jack inhales some of the pungent smoke and closes his eyes. But
instead of seeing everythin g simple and clear, the way things were
when he was swinging, all he can see is Molly and Neil, Neil and
Molly. He can't even picture Jack and Molly. Not now. Maybe not
ever agam.
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The swing is tentative and unstable beneath him. Jack gets up
and moves to a park bench, sits down hard. Finally, something solid.
He finishes his cigarette and raises his eyes to the sky. No more
star airplanes. It's probably better this way. No more tricks. Just the
truth.

*

*

*

He stretd1es out on the park bench, tucking his right arm under
his head for a pillow. Maybe he'll never go home.
"Jack. Wake up, honey."
Don't bother me, he wants to say. It's too cold to get up.
He's dreaming about rising to touch that big star-airplane way
up there, a trillion miles away, but he just can't reach it. He grabs for
it, but he misses, and then he's falling, falling, falling until he hits
bottom with bone-crushing force. Jack jumps and feels the hard
surface of the park bench pressing into his face.
"Jack." Barely a whisper. But he can still hear it.
Fingers push his matted hair away from his face. His mother
used to do that when he'd come in from outside, his blond hair
disheveled and tangled.
"Come on, Jack, get up. Let's go home, OK, honey?"
That isn't his mother's voice. Jack opens his eyes and focuses on
Molly's red ski jacket.
He sits up fast and pulls himself away from her in a quick,
jerking motion. He doesn't want her touching him. "Molly, don't."
She withdraws her hands. A piece of his hair is twined around
her fingers. His rejection of her, like a slap across her raw cheeks, has
just sealed her fate. But she'll be damned if she lets him see how
much he's hurt her.
"It's late, Jack. Even if you don't want to sleep with me tonight,
I'd rather you slept on the couch than out on this park bench."
"How'd you find me?" Jack squints in the glare of the light
beside his bench.
"Lucky guess. C'mon, let's go." Molly starts walking away, but
this time, Jack's the one who grabs on and won't let go.
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"What the hell are you trying to prove, Molly?"
She whirls around. "Just save it, OK, Jack? I'm sure you'll be happy
to know that I've made a decision. I'm not going to disturb the
balance of your little universe anymore. I'll be gone in the morning,
and I'll leave you to your perfect life. That way, you can pat yourself
on the back for being such a moral human being who would never
do what I did."
Jack draws back. His hands fall to his sides. He feels like he's
been punched in the stomach by something three rimes his size.
Molly moves closer to him. He can smell his cigarette smoke in
her jacket and her hair. It always bothered her that she could never
get rid of that smell.
"You've pushed me to this, Jack. I can't fight cl1is anymore on
my own. I'm being pulled in thirty different directions and pre try
soon, I'm gonna be pulled apart, and there will be nothing left of
me." She draws in her breath, and her voice grows lower. "Jack--I
love you. I love you so much, baby, that right now, I can't rake a step
without hurting. I know this is killing you, and I'm sorry. But right
now, I can't stay and deal with this by myself. I have to get out now
if you won't help me. And the way you're acting now, I don't think
there's much hope of anyone being happy if I stay around here."
Jack extends a tentative hand toward Molly's hair. That long
black hair that he buries his face in when he wants to hide from
himself and his failures.
"Molly." His voice sticks in his throat, and he squeezes his eyes
against the tears that will soon fall from his eyes. Down his frozen
cheeks. Into the dark wool of his coat. "What are we going to do?"
Molly wipes a rear from her face with the back of her hand.
"Jack, do you remember this place?"
"What?"
Molly forces a smile. "This is where we had our portrait painted
by that street artist last August. Don't you remember?"
"Damn it, Molly, you're doing it again." Jack rubs his hands
over his eyes. "This isn't last August, and we're not kids anymore.
We're married. Do you remember that day, huh? When you
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promised that you'd love me--only me--forever? That's what you
should've remembered, Molly, nor this other shit. Where we had our
first date, or where we sat together for the first rime, or where we had
our goddamn picture painred. That stuff doesn't mean anything now,
Molly."
Molly stares ar him with eyes as cold as those stars in the sky
above the apartmenr building. "Could I just ask you something,
Jack?" Jack waits. "'Do you still love me?"
Jack turns away from her. He doesn't wanr her ro see the rears
that have started to fall. "I want to go home with you and forget this
ever happened. I know you do, too." Jack shivers and wraps his arms
around himself. "But we can't, Molly."
"Let me tell you one thing, Jack, and that'll be it. We can end it
right here if you wanr. I wanr you to know that I scill love you. I
think I love you more right now than I ever have before in my life.
But it's your choice. You can come home with me now," she lowers
her head, "or you don't ever have to come home again."
Molly moves closer to Jack and touches his hand. He can feel the
cold metal of her wedding ring as she places it in his palm and closes
his fingers around it. His shoulders begin to shake.
"Molly." Jack turns around, his face streaked with tears. "''m
sorry."
Molly shakes her head, unable to speak for a moment. "Don't
be," she says in a choked voice. "I understand."

*

*

*

Molly walks home by herself in the dark, taking short, quick
steps.
Jack lies back down on the park bench and searches for the stars,
but the sky has clouded over, and there are none to be found.
And a few blocks away, where the lights of their apartment burn
bright in the darkness, Neil's voice once again waits to be heard on
the answering machine.

Sachiko W. Bums
Knowledge
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TAUG HT THAT Cleopatra looked like Liz Taylor.
PROM ISED THAT things will change.
PREAC HED TO believe that lighter is better.
TOLD TO control our inner rage.
MADE TO assimilate against our wills.
FORC ED INTO this destructive thinking.
PLACED AGAIN ST each other, waiting
--to be subservient until I get ill.
Revolution! I--we, are oppressed no more.
Wait? Tired of resting--moving our feet.
Our thoughts will not be controlled, no change in our cores
I don't want to belong--with the elite.
Never again will I be told to take the last seat.
Proud of my color, mocha, I'm back.
Once empowered, we shall break this tired beat.
Surprise! Now we know--Cleopatra was Black.
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Phillip A. Paradise, Jr.
The Leopard

the moon's reflection
off the speckled dark
shadows of your body,
mask the hidden violence
brewing within those fierce
eyes as you lie, ever so
patiently, twelve feet above
the earth in the outstretched
arms of the blackened tree
for a momentary glimpse at
dinner, which will vanish instantly
to satisfy your palate for
one more evenmg.
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Vision Quest

1
No light for guidance save the Potlatch Moon
Ofjanuary fully mirroring
Gifts of the hidden sun; no other tune
Besides the creaking, crackling limbs of kingly timbers steadfast in the icy cling
Of unforgiving winter; no fire but
The circulation and inspiriting
Furnace of my own blood--such things are what
A vision-quester needs to open the long-shut

2
Portal to regions of original
Pain. With snowshoes I'm plodding on a thick
And undisturbed (except for animal
Tracks) bed of many snowfalls. In the nick
Of time I notice how my own soul-sickness leads me better than my thinking. Dry
Constructions of compulsive logic trick
Men into shunning the terrors which supply
An entrance to the bowels of compassion. I,

3
Now glancing sideways, see a clearing (two
By four acres rectangular--all sides
Bounded by forest). The Great Mother knew
Of my arrival long ago. None hides
Dark secrets from the Goddess Who Resides
In Night. In Fahrenheit at five below,
My multi-piece, state-of-the-an (if tides
Of rising winds and sinking coldness--low
As minus forty--join for war), and head-to-toe
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Protective garb of shaman-vestmems gives
Me confidence on entering that field,
Where last year's wealth of wild flower hues still lives
As rich potentials underneath a shield
Of many-layered whiteness. I must yield
To rainbows rooted in the human gut:
The bowels of compassion, which have healed
The hardest of hard hearts. I cannot cut
Myself off from the creeping terrors which abut

5
The path I've chosen. Only in a sea
Of darkness, in the belly of the beast
Is love a growing possibility.
I am most perfectly alone. I've ceased
To care for anything but Her. A feast
Of imagery develops for my eyes,
Revealing potsherds of my boyhood pieced
Into a new mosaic. The light dies
As storm clouds gather and a world of snowflakes flies

6
About my ski-masked face. Retelling where
A mix of leafless hardwoods and the pine-The evergreens--is bordering a fair
And deja vu field of eight acres, mine
Is Sappho's plum-delicious speech. A line
Of Sophoclean verse, whose words--so you

Have chosen the common Lot of mourning--shine
For others, still is sun and heaven to
Me centered in snowfield. By phosphorescent hue
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Of compass dial, I counterclockwise turn
(Pausing first at point southwest, then ce at each
Eighth ofa circle angle), and, with yearning, I at every pause thus twice beseech
Her: "Kili!" ... "Kili!" As my pressed lungs reach
Beyond the woods, "Kili!" and "Kili!" sound
Again from echoing snow-curtains. "Teach
Me, Kili," vibrates from my heartstrin gs. Wound
In swaddling swirls of gentle snow--my Sdf refound---

8
I see Earth's darkest visage in the jaws
Of three-eyed Kili, Her enormous tongue,
Low-hanging, dripping fresh blood without pause;
And yet, Her oxygen-sweet breath--mid dungheaps, humus, boneyards--drives the human lung.
Her yoni, always cleanly moist with Moon
Flower Waters, is the Womb Creative sung
By eunuchs in the harem-days--a boon
To maharajahs. Her necklace, a dread festoon

9
Of human skulls (scraped clean and bleached to whiteness), decorates her hugely breasted chest.
A girdle made of dead men's arms (Her frightbearing, sole piece of clothing) warns the best
Knight Errant to respect the lowliest
Of women. In her upper-left hand She
Wields a meat-hook. Inside my vision quest,
A noose from Her left-lower hand I see
Dangling. Her dextral palms, however, comfort me;
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10
One shows prayer beads, the other a prayer book.
Four-armed, God-Woman, Indic Hecate
Of the Subcontinent, She is--Who took
My soul to bridal chambers, sacredly
Arousing, like the lfngam of God Shiva, my own spirit--my male mother-power;
Or, quoting Dylan Thomas, verily

The force that through the green fose drives the flower.
My manhood worships at the marriage tomb of our
11
Combined desires. While focu sed on my deathapportioning God-Woman, I became
The morning of a new dawn, the fresh breath
Of Himalaya, the midnight of tame
And quiet dreaming. Through Her I redaim
My birthright as the Star-Lord ofBenign
ArctUrus. Her immortal Self I name
As personal possession--yes--as mine.
By means of bhikti-y6ga, we do so entwine

12
Ourselves that only through the window-glass
Of mdya do we seem divided:-- "I
Am Kali--the She-God of Binh, of Mass
Destruction." --Underneath this present sky,
While cemered in snowfield, from darkness my
Best language calls Her--a Ia Canticle

Of Canticles--the Lily of Valda!,
The Rose of Rdjasthan. THE PERSONAL
Reblossoms as the sacredly shared cultural.
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AFTERTHOUGHTS
1

The October '41 blitzkrieg conquest
Of the Valda! Hills (fountainhead of woeful rivers--the dour Volga, Dnieper, Western Dvina, and those which into Lake limen flow)
Was lost, on icy slopes and cold plateau,
When Mother Russia from her limitless East
Arose; and rusting in the bloodied snow
Armaments of the Nazifted Blond Beast
Were yielding back their iron to the same force feast2
ing darkly on the race of Beethoven, Kant,
And Goethe. Elsewhere, roused from dormancy
Legions of men unarmed--who chose to want
What great-souled Gandhi had--refused to flee
The white man's truncheons or the fact of being just themselves: the dark-skinned children of
One Mother India. Their history-Rooted in questing yogis---soon would shove
The British Raj off the Subcontinent with love.

3
In Dominique Lapierre's The City ofjoy,
I've read concerning Kalima (the namesake of my Goddess Kali), a handsome boy,
Who, spurning the Lust of the Flesh, became
A Hijra, a sacred eunuch, to reclaim
The world for dharma. Since in Hinduism none
Save Hijras can accept another's blame,
To them each mother brings her newborn son
For blessings, to transfer whatever wrong was done
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4
Through prior lives. Scapegoats who take the sin
Of others on themselves, these monks roday,
Inside their huge monastic compound in
Provincial Rajasthan, with joy display
The bowels of compassion while they pray-Through song, dance, and traditional drumbeat-To Kali, Mother of the Cosmos. All who pay
Her homage--in the fusing stellar heat
Of mystical coition--shall become complete.

Maryrose F lanigan
Morning

Even though the sky is spreading
a light sea-green gray
the neon sign is still lit
across the wide highway
above the hotel.
Turning from the level windows
I look around
at the plates of runny eggs
and thick buttered toast
and wajtresses in short-sleeved
uniforms
and the old men with thin faces
their thin gray hair sticking up.
Everything is kept to a low,
barely audible buzz.
Blinking as they become accustomed
to this new light
thinking of how many exits
they have left to go
and the importance of yesterday
slowly thickens in their minds.
Now a plate has been placed in front of me.
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Jeff Zagst
slow-poke

They always say, "get ourta' the way, slow-poke"
and "you never get anywhere if you don't take chances,"
right?
I snap
my wheel.
My hard left nets a hard breakdown,
and walls like grandma's orange lay-z-boy
comfort me and my laceless shoes
but just for a jiffy.
Now under "progressive care,"
again I poke down that familiar trail,
though merely a shadow
slipping away to everything's right.
So I deny my sentence,
yea, -" make a run for it."
And while diving into the mainstream I pray,
let me land in the fast lane,
and escape the sweet-smelling shit
that comes when I crash.

Al Cahen
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lnHmacy

The paper crowds.
The room cramps,
tinged with the smell
of age on his mother.
It's something like it was before.
He is writing.
He is writing about filthy
pairs of arms extended
in the name of love
which led nowhere.

Die, die, die-put that on

and see how
you like it!
chirps the debrained woman.
It helps. It's never roo late
to recall the boy. Yet-when all his nightmares
are awakenings,
a dead bird sings.
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Orest Holubec
Disintegra-b."on

"Re-examine all that you have learned."
0 r so they say. (They being those who say
what we (being us) have heard countless times before).
You (being all other than me (being myself))
may think that this (the above statement) is profound,
stupid, or just Really Goddamned Hip.
You may (think you) follow this advice at all times.
You (may) think you follow this advice all the time.
Let's see exactly what this involves:
You take, let's say, a fact you have learned in grade school.
You re-examine it, for it is sometl1ing you have learned
(therefore being part of "all" that you have learned).
After re-examination you have learned something new
and therefore must re-examine this new information
and so on and so on and soon you see that your whole life
revolves around the re-examination of a single fact
which has no real significance in the large painting.
I hope you have a comfortable chair.
Rotting is always more fun in leather.
Being an ardent supporter of the aforementioned proposition,
you think to yourself: "Orest- you are being a moron.
You rook a single ridiculous example and inflated it to tl1e size
of 0 klahoma. You are an idiot."
Being an opponent of the aforementioned proposition,
you think to yourself: "Orest- I agree with your premise;
however, your argument is ridiculous.
You are an idiot."
Never hearing the aforementioned proposition,
or hearing it and never thinking about it,
or thinking about it bur never hearing it,
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(basically just not "giving a shit" as they say),
you think to yourself: "Orest - shut up."
All right.
Let us think of another statemen t, perhaps more
appropri ate; more pertinen t to our present siruation.
Socrates said somethi ng to the effect of:
"A life un-exam ined is not worth living."
Good thing I read that somewhere.
Otherwi se I would be a big loser - a waste (so to speak).
Perhaps we should get started
(Hee-Ha w begins in forty minutes).
Where should I start? Howsab out from the beginning?
I was born. I went to school and learned some scuff.
I learned to play guitar.
There. My life, now examine d, is finally worth living.
If Wallace Stevens didn't have a blue guitar, I wouldn' t know
who he is. Or why he is.
I wouldn' t really care, either, because I really wouldn' t know.
Strange how objects can bring meaning and destroy
what was not and introduc e what is to others.
Like the lunatic for Pink Floyd. First he's on the grass
and then he's in Roger Water's head. Hmmm mmm ....
So what is it that I (still me) or we (the union) know?
I used to think that union was the bulb-like tasty thing
which enhance s one's breath. Maybe it is. But then what would
an onion be?
Back to the question . What do we know? Are they facts or are
they ideas
or are they reflections of ideas on earth? What we know is that
they can't be reflections because that would make us God.
They can't be ideas because ideas are non-logical. They can't
be facts
because facts are derived from ideas
and the logical cannot be derived from the non-logical.
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Thank you for this insight, Descartes. What would we do
without you?
We also cannot say that we know nothing because that is ju t
dumb.
"Were you my husband, I would put strychnine in your tea"
(Lady Astor)
"Were you my wife, I would drink it"
(Winston Churchill)
We know that this was said, and that is enough fuel for me.
So what has been accomplished?
We have taken a tour of quotations and a trip through so me
quesnons.
We have been confused and we have resolved our confusion
with questions.
We have been one
and this cannot be argued .
My guitar is brown.

Susan Govemale

T.he Hands ofan lnsknan

You embraced your Mother Eire
the final rime.
Setting our Eastward,
far away from your wild Achill Island ,
the most remote of lands;
where the spirits
of Atlantic-drowned
children
dance
in Faery Rings.
In the shadow of Croagh Patrick,*
with the soil of the West
imbedded in your hands,
you found yourself
Edinburgh-way,
in a Tartan world
kindred to your own,
raped
by Britain's reign.
America hardly escorted
you.
Bur here you made a home,
clinging to your kind,
soon to hold a son.
His hands are smaller,
softer,
saved from the roil
of your past.
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Susan Governale
Brown eyes
reflecr your Connemara green:
Envisioning Connachr's Queen Maeve,
Fergus, and all
your Celric kings
Drawn imo your Druid lore
and rhe realiry
of your rebel pasr,
which roday cominues on.
He holds our his virgin hand,
clurching
for your age-sporred fisr.
Togerher
you seek ro mend
rhese divided
fields of green.

*A holy moumain in Wesrern Ireland.

Lynn Zimmerman

Unb"tled

*inspired by a Jazz musician who
chose to solo on a conch seashell
instead of a brass trumpet
go ahead
play
the ocean
and
sing your shell
(conch out
a rune)
sound that primal
tone to
refute
the
mute
and
let me
(as you surf
the set)
touchtasteseafeel
and hear
the
harmony
of
abalone
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Tanya M. Grossner

!-lome
"My eyes dive
into the gray waves of ocean-sky
springing off the shore
of bloodred treetops.
Milky clouds sift through my outstretched hands
and flow along my ringling body
enclosing me. My feet
slumber here
on the earth's breast,
but my heart soars through my eyes
upwards to the feet
of God."
She closed the antique book,
put on her sanitary slippers
and pulled herself along the railing
to the window.
What year was it? It was fall.
Pumpkins lined the walkway into the home.
Witches, angels and ghosrs
bobbed in the distance,
their plastic bags like tadpoles
in the wind.
Her gnarled fingers gripped
the railing tighter
as one angel ran to catch her runaway wings.

Eileen Connery

One Conceivable Day

I will be raised incompatible
among all sro nes
in a checkerboard of grey
leaving
My blood
ro purify the puddles
of the earth's swear
Red corpuscles condensing
in the gaudy air, and
raining upon the heads
of balding men who scream
upon the scalding
of their brains.
Half a heart
with all the veins
and capillaries attached
to the firsr boy I kissed
willingly
behind a rree.
The rest
to be spilled
into an automatic slicer
so all may enjoy
the rich chuncks
of Aorta.
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EJeen Connery
And lastly,
my brain
that I contained
and molded forcefully
for so many years
left for
Mr. AI, the old janitor
of my youth
to soak up the rest
of the dirt lying behind
Miss Olson's desk.
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Mist-ake on fhe Lake

Like any Pro Bowl running back, my old Dodge plunges into the
field of cars heading west on I-480. The rusty veteran weaves from
lane to lane, darting through holes in the traffic and up the sidelines
for substantial gains. I am pumped--pumped because, amid the
leafless brown and gray of a mid-winter Friday afternoon in
Cleveland, there is ample reason to rejoice. You see, the Browns are
once again playing in the AFC Championship Game. I flip the radio
dial from music to calk--to serious calk about the matchup. I laugh as
the hose of the spores talk show maligns the city of Denver, whose
team--the Broncos--we must beat to reach the Super Bowl. I nod in
agreement as the host co nsiders the two teams position by position
and objectively determines chat the Browns have more ski ll and
talent, from top to bottom.
I arrive home brimming with optimism. My wife Julie is
standing over the electric skillet apathetically turning browning di scs
of meat. I reach from behind her and crumble off a piece of cooked
burger with a fork.
"Out," she says, her bony elbow jabbing backwards. I playfully
pop her in the ribs and retreat to the refrige rator, slide arou nd
containers covered with diso bedient cling wrap, and de- ring a beer. I
creak across the hard wood floor, squash a surprised roach with my
shoe, and collapse on the living room sofa. Vanilla foam lurches out
from a wound in the cushions. Not surprisingly, the TV reveals a
special report on the Browns--the "Dawgs" as they've been dubbed
by one of the team' s all-pro cornerbacks. A reporter describes a city
"salivating with excitement." This is not news. All around town is
evidence of Cleveland's fanatical devotion to its team: dow ntow n
statues sport football helmets; local bakeries push brown and orange
cupcakes and dog bone-shaped bread; a dinosaur poses in front of the
Natural History Museum dressed in Browns attire; radio stations spin
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Browns tunes in heavy rotation. While the reponer acknowledges
that winning in Denver will be no easy task, he insists that "our
Oawgs" have the "maturity and experience" to succeed . Interviews
with several players, each still smaning from the previous year's
"heartbreaking" loss at the hands of these same Broncos, support this
view.
"I hope they do it this year, for the city," I say to my wife while
we sit on the sofa, plates of greasy ground beef sandwiches in our
laps. But as I imagine a Browns victory, I find I'm thinking less about
the city's psyche and more about me whooping it up in the Flats,
bolting up and down Old River Road, seizing strangers, and
screaming deliriously into their faces: 'we did it!'
"Oh, who cares," my wife says. She's more disgusted than last
year about this city-wide fanaticism . She works dowmown as a legal
secretary and must endure this Browns fever five days a week.
"Grown men. Intelligent men," she says waving her burger in a show
of incredulity. "Lawyers: wearing brown and ora nge ties, endlessly
evaluating players, seco nd-guessing coaches, growling at each other in
the lobby, in front of clients ... it's sick."
And as always, when the city is on the verge of national
recognition, the reporter feels obligated to highlight the most
unpleasant events of the city's past. As unflattering images pollute the
screen, he talks in great detail about the "conflagration on the
Cuyahoga" and about the time the ill-managed city slipped into
default. The reporter implies that a Browns victory w ill help the town
shake its unfortunate reputation as "The M istake on the Lake." As I
imagine the possibilities, the accolades soo n to be heaped upon o u r
much-maligned town, civic pride swells within me.
Returning to the kitchen with her plate, Julie angles her sharp
nose down toward the screen. As I rise from the co uch to follow, I
hear plates crash in the sink. "Jesus Christ. This godd amn place,"
Julie says. I hear her knuckles along the counter no doubt ch as ing
some black shelled roach back to its hole behind the faucet.
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Every Sunday, when we visit her parents, Julie likes to lose us in
the gorgeous streets of East Side suburbs. This Sunday is no different,
except that I am in a hurry. The Browns game begins at four and I'm
supposed to meet Pat at Rumrunners an hour beforehand. I drive
quicker than usual past the mansions on Fairmount Boulevard. In an
effort to appear unhurried, however, I slow down in front of one
enormous edifice, set back a good distance from the road, and
pretend to consider it. "Nice," I say.
Still put out by my need to truncate her weekly visit to her
parents, Julie refuses to respond.
Moments later, unable to help herself, she blurts out: "I'd like
that house, right there." We are now passing a particularly impressive
structure, the size of a Georgia plantation.
"Until you had to clean it," I say jokingly.
"Can I dream?" she snaps. "If you had your way, we'd live in
that hole the rest of our lives."
I turn to see her looking out her window, through the evergreens
and oaks, across the long lawns and through the majestic facades. My
wife has lost weight since we have married, and this has served to
sharpen the shape of her face. It is a relief to be looking now at her
softer side--a shiny, bouncy, brown bob without censure, unlike the,
no doubt, angry eyes staring out the window, riding boldly on the
rims of their sockets.
At her parents', I am overwhelmed by the routine. As usual, Mr.
Urbanik sits at the kitchen table, hunched over a newspaper splayed
between his thick arms. I slide into a kitchen chair across from the
slumping in-law while Julie wanders toward the indecipherable
babble of the television in the living room. Peering through the
darkened dining room, I observe Mrs. Urbanik at her station: the
sofa. I lift a limp hand in greeting.
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Mr. Urbanik puts his big fists under his chin, releasing the
newspaper. "Take a look?" The words seem to grind from his
seldomly-used throat, in half-articulate chunks.
"No thanks." I have seen the sports this morning, I have read the
predictions. Another glimpse of the cartoon there--a gouged Broncos
helmet resting in a bowl labeled "dawg food"--is all I need to see. It is
nearly two o'clock.
A large hand scratches the gray sod covering Mr. Urbanik's jaw
and d1eeks. His eyes blink with fatigue induced by boredom. He is
no doubt thinking of tomorrow and the beginning of another week at
Sears, where he works as a porter. His duties include collecting empty
boxes and hangers from the back rooms of ladies' wear or d1ildren's
and cleaning pop spills or ponds of vomit both young and old leave
in the course of a day's shopping. Once (and I alway remember this
story whenever I sit down across from him like this), a small chi ld
dropped a load in a floor-model toilet and it was Mr. Urbanik's
responsibility to remove the unpleasant mass.
"Is this the year?" he asks, glancing down at the cartoon.
I find myself knocking my finger against a covered jar filled with
M & Ms. The happy ping of fingernail against glass makes me think
I have succeeded in conjuring something--a spirit of optimism
maybe--that will help me survive these slow minutes at my in-laws.
"It is," I say. "I hope it is." My mind wanders to beer, a bar
packed with fans, and the opening kickoff twirling across a television
screen.
Mr. Urbanik smiles, no doubt in the silent momems remembering those great teams of the past, those great names: Lou Groza, Otto
Graham, Jim Brown, Marion Motley--champions every year tt
seemed.
"Millionaire bums," he mutters.
"Well, some of them are overpaid," I concede.
Mr. Urbanik pulls out the classified ads and begins examining
the job opportunities.
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"No one will look at you without a college degree," he continues, the quality of his voice improving with use. As he scans the
columns, I get a feeling he wants me to respond.
"You go ing to finish up? "
He is speaking of the degree in Humanities I am so close to
completing. You see, I dropped out during the spring semester of my
senior year when Pat, already graduated and lookin g to have that last
great adventure before beginning his real life in advertising, got rwo
free plane tickets to Clearwater, Florida from his grandmother. A
week vacation turned into three months. We spent the sizzling days
on the beach and the long breezy nights in rowdy bars, downing
beers and shots and meeting gorgeous women from northern
universities, each eager to indulge in Spring Break rituals. In the
process, we frittered away the majority of our savings.
"Well right now I've got a pretty good job, " I respond,
wondering if I should begin to be defensive. The fact is, when I
returned from Florida, I had no choice but to find a good job. I was
no longer a student, having missed most of the semester. I was also
homeless, my parents refusing to acknowledge the therapeutic value
of my protracted excursion. Desperate, I found a job selling men's
wear at May Company. After rent and food, there was little left over
for college tuition, let alone anything else. So, six momh s later,
instead of returning to school, I married Julie, whom I had dated on
and off throughout college. Now I work hard all week, and often on
Saturday afternoons, and then, as a reward, I party the rest of the
weekend with the guys in the Flats.
"You work in a goddamn department store." While Mr.
Urbanik's 'goddamn' pleads rather than scolds, I still find my face
reddening and my finger reaching out for the candy jar. "Do they
give you health insurance?" Mr. Urbanik reminds me of his lack of
this luxury.
I click the jar filled with M & Ms. "Well, no they don't. I'm
technically a part-timer. But I make a lot on commission."
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A reluctant lecturer, Mr. Urbanik leaves it go at that. I crunch a
few coated candies while he creases the newspaper and continues ro
peruse the listings.

*

*

*

"You just talk and talk and talk, don't you," I say, speeding West
on 480 at quarter after three, my Dodge again the running back.
This time my rusty veteran is in the open field, the clock his only
enemy. Julie slouches in the bucket seat, her sweatered arms folded
tightly against her body. She's probably back on Fairmount,
imagining staircases and living rooms.
"How can you? Talk ro them, I mean. They're like two starues
in a museum. You know, they should have cl1ose 10 plates next to
them so I can read about when they were created and what they are
made of."
She tosses a long thin middle finger up at my face. I drop her off
minutes later and she springs from the car without a word, without a
turn in my direction, leaving the door ajar. She storms across the
brown and mushy front yard of our apartment building. Pulling
away, I lift my own bitter finger up, towards her back, towards the
second floor window facing the meet, by which she will pass on her
way to the bedroom, sobbing.

*

*

*

At half-time, I sit dejected, head hung over my headless beer.
Missing from the bar are the hoarse barks, the wild cheers, and the
inane exhortations of the club OJ that characterized the first few
optimistic moments of the game. Now, people mill around quietly,
no doubt shocked; at the very least, they expected their Browns to
play competitively.
"I'm starved," Pat says. "Wonder what they got to eat here?"
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I shrug my shoulders and chug the rest of my beer. "Who can
ear now?"
"Relax. It's a game. Anyway it's out of your hands." As Par
straightens in his chair, straining to see the modest menu hanging
over the bar, I notice--of all things--his head. A thin, curly peninsula
of hair remains, surrounded by a sea of scalp. He suddenly appears to
be ten years older than me.
"Hey guess what. I'm going to Florida again. Sue and I." He
leans back and downs his beer. "Won the trip. Broke an individual
record for sales last month."
"Congratulations," I say, imagining how dull this return trip will
be. I see them lying on the beach. Sue reading a romance novel and
Pat nodding off under an umbrella, clear dots of perspiration on the
clean sides of his head. I see them strolling around Disneyworld and
having subdued dinners at romantic restaurants. Jesus.
As the second half begins, so too does the miraculous comeback.
I forger about Par's middle aged lifestyle and watch the Broncos' lead
begin to diminish. Collectively, the bar's patrons begin to believe in
destiny--a ream's destiny, a city's destiny--and this fact removes all
fear and anxiety from our hearrs. Fans surge toward and bark at the
elevated screens. Even Par expresses enthusiasm, banging his beer
bottle on the table.
Then, late in the fourth quarter, the hand off--the game, in fact-goes to Ernest Byner, the over-achieving running back who played
with so much guts and courage throughout the entire game and was
in large part responsible for bringing us--the ream, the fans, the city-to this verge of victory. A gaping hole emerges to the left, big enough
for my Dodge. Byner plunges through, to the 3, the 2, the 1, the end
zone! But at the moment he breaks the plane of the goal line, at the
moment the mob in Rumrunners is in mid-roar, Byner is twisting
back, reaching out desperately for the ball he forgot to bring with
him. But it has already been smothered by some Bronco bastard, and
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the referee is already thrusting his arm the other way. Broncos' ball,
first down.
The season's end is roo sudden to contemplate. umb, we look
on as the last minute drips off the clock, as we get the ball back with
just enough time for Bernie Kosar to heave a desperate pass into the
sky, bound for incompletion.
"Great season," Par says as we walk towards the car. There's roo
much enthusiasm in his voice, roo much admiration for the game
played, and not enough loyalry to his team. I want him ro be
swearing, kicking beer cans, maybe even taking an angry leak on
someone's car. Bur that's not Pat. For him there will be no grieving.
At home, I sulk past Julie and into the bedroom to shoot ducks
on the intendo. I press the gun's plastic nozzle against the screen
and annihilate each bird as it appears. As the score grows rapidly, I
smile at my perfect achievement.
From the corner of my eye, I see Julie come in and grab a pillow
from the bed . "Sorry about the game," she says. I'm roo busy
concentrating on my ducks to see if she is gloating.
"Yeah," I say, squeezing the gun's trigger C\vice. Two ducks
freeze and begin their downward spirals. The retriever leaps into the
tall grass and displays their bodies for me.
''I'm applying ro law school." I see her waving a glossy green
folder.
"Take your LSATs yet?" Click. Click. Two more fall ro the
earth. My retriever must be getting tired.
" o I haven't taken my LSATs yet," she says, raising her voice
to my mnocent mqUiry.
"Too late for this year, probably." I'm ready ro fire the next
round when Julie shoves a well-timed palm into my shoulder.
either click connects. The retriever laughs at my ineptirude:
"wubwubwubwubwubwubwub."
0
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"What the hell you do that for?" I scream, following Julie our
into the living room.
She answers by swatting me with the folder. It slips our of her
hand and papers spill from it.
"What's this?" I scan the filled-our loan application. I see our life
in numbers, and for one dark moment, my stomach reacts as if I'm
reading bad news.
"Give it to me." She rears the form from my hand.
"You want to get a loan?" I say. "We've got undergrad loans to
rake care of, credit card bills, roo. Does the concept of debt turn you
on.;>"
"How the hell did you expect me to be able to go back to
school?" she counters, kicking the wounded cushion of the couch. I
have never seen Julie this livid, this so-thoroughly irrational.
"Expect you to go back?" I ask, sincerely bewildered. "Expect
you--" I begin, but then, realizing that the discuss ion would o nl y
degenerate into rears, I just return to the bedroom, slap shut the
door, and flip on the television. A sporrscasrer is rehashing the ga me.
Clips roll : the Byner fumble is shown once, twice, and then a third
rime, from another angle. And while I ponder alternative plays and
endings, the sportScaster predicts that the blown opportunities of the
last two years will lead to "some major shake ups within the
organization."
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